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Last year we launched an innovative digitally enabled branch model that has supported us

on our journey to disrupt the industry in doing what matters for the trade. We use this model

to test and trial new ideas to find out what matters the most to customers, developing

industry leading solutions, and to help drive wider efficiencies across our business.

Referenced internally as an ‘area branch’ located in Kingswinford, West Midlands, it is our

first non-customer facing branch model, and it's completely unlike anything we have ever

done before. In the wake of the Coronavirus pandemic our branch model was adapted to

meet Government guidelines and customers were forced to turn to Click & Collect. As a

result we introduced this new digitally enabled model.

At Kingswinford customers can’t just turn up and buy building materials as they would have

traditionally done, instead they order online or through our App. We've transformed its

operational mould, moving from a place with traditional branch team structures, to a model

that uses operations managers and shift managers. We’ve built a multi-skilled team to

support the model, for example, yard colleagues trained to be enabled to make deliveries

when needed, with a flexible resource approach, ensuring the needs of the customer are

always supported during busy times. The branch delivers within a 45 minute radius, and

customers can collect heavy building material products within 15 minutes, an industry

leading proposition, or they can choose to have their order delivered on their scheduled day

of choice, from next day.

This branch is an important part of our digital journey, and we’re using it to test what

customers really want, and to understand what works best operationally, trialling new ideas

and opportunities that can be scaled-up, and rolled out across the business.

We’ve used this model to test one of the theories that trade customers want ultra-fast

delivery, and from our findings that’s not what matters the most to our customers, the insight

informed us that they want the certainty of deliveries turning up on time that they have

specified upfront. We found that next-day delivery is important for 41% of our customers.



Last year, before rolling it out across our business, we tested our real-time branch delivery

tracking service. The service is designed to take the guesswork out of ordering, as

customers will know exactly when they will get their delivery, including text message updates

and real-time delivery tracking. The initiative has also been rolled out across the wider

businesses within the Travis Perkins Group, including Keyline and CCF. This has resulted in

higher customer satisfaction scores (of 92.5%) which have significantly outperformed against

our control group (of 87.5%).

We also revamped our Click & Collect service to ensure it was fit for the future customer

needs, using this location to do testing, before rolling it out nationally across the business.

This model achieved almost double the volume of collection orders than the next

best-performing branch in the estate, and five times the neighbouring branch in the area.

This model is helping us to truly understand what’s important to customers right now and in

the future.  Using real-time data and customer insight means we are understanding how they

trade, what they say they value vs what they actually use, and enable clearly defined tests

on industry leading propositions and services, measured by a series of sales performance

and engagement metrics. The model has led to over 50% digital sales growth for delivered

products, and 34% for collected products, and increased our average order value by 46%,

whilst doubling our Trade Account sign-ups too.

In addition, we trialled flexing our opening hours and tested extended weekend and bank

holiday deliveries as part of the customer insight findings, developing several solutions to

answer our customer’s pain points including; increased collection and goods inward windows

for both customers and suppliers, and increased branch delivery capacity. By increasing the

flexibility of our workforce, this enabled us to better support the needs of our customers' true

working pattern.  This model has seen an average delivery fulfilment time of two days,

against five days for our control group.

Using this new digital model has also driven operational efficiencies for the business, for

example; how we label our racking, how we set out our branches and yards, and the

products stocked and in what quantities.  At this branch we use a dedicated stock manager,

providing us with a stock count completion of 100%, stock accuracy of 98% and stock

availability of 95% and this means we can feed stock information into Google’s paid listings

in live time. It has also meant that we can focus on products that actually sell within the

branches’ catchment area, reducing the potential for dead stock, whilst providing the



customer with confidence in trusted availability, which we know is an increasingly growing

pain point for them within the current climate of material shortages.

John Godwin, Marketing and Digital Director at Travis Perkins says: “Through the launch of

our new digitally enabled branch model, we’ve gained fantastic learnings that can be

implemented across our wider business.

“We continually look at what traditional merchants and online retailers, in and out of the

sector are doing, to ensure we’re always leading in the industry. Excitingly, we’re striving at

an incredible pace towards our ambition of being a modern first choice merchant.  Our model

not only supports us to review service propositions, but also drive operational efficiency

improvements for the business.”


